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Landforms/water 

Our landforms are called the Great planes there are also Areas 
that are grassy high grass and there are lakes and small 

grass.The Great plains stretches down all the way to Texas 
The Great Plains cover parts of North Dakota  South Dakota 
Nebraska and Kansas there were glaciers that left soil called 

till.The Midwest lies between the United States to main 
mountain ranges to the East  are the Appalachians to the west 
are the Rockies but the Midwest itself has some high areas.As 

you can see the Midwest has lots of flat land  parts and 
mountain ranges.



 Location
/ language / 

flag The Midwest  has a flag/ language and a special location. The Midwest 
religion has one major language called English some  words in English 

are :ela science and  
social studies.The Midwest region has a red / white and blue with 50 
stars like 80 years earlier Betty made a Version of the American flag 
with ten stars.Some of the Midwest major cities are : Jefferson City 

Lincoln des Moines Topeka Madison St. paul lansing and 
Indianapolis.So you can see Midwest  region has a flag/special location 

and a major language.



Holidays 

One  holiday is Christmas my 
family tradition is: we get 

pajamas and in the morning we 
make cinnamon rolls.Another 
holiday is easter is celebrated 

as Jesus's birthday you 
celebrate by having colorful 

eggs with candy in them (you 
have to find The eggs ). last but 

not least valentine's Day you 
are supposed to surprise  

someone you love with a Love 
card.As you can see those 



 We eat macaroni it's kid of cheese 
Pasta.There's pizza pizza is a 
cheese dough and pepperoni/

sausage/bacon/mushrooms there 
are always eight pieces.last but not  
least  lasagna lasagna is a pasta 
there's noodles/ ground turkey/ 

corn if you want to/ tomato sauce/ 
cheese/it's a big dinner do you like 

lasagna 

Food 



 The  Midwest people create many different 
types of music and art .One type of music is 

jazz is only instruments it  usually has a 
trumpet drums and  violin mostly people listen 
to it to calm down.another type of music is rock 

is likely to have Electric guitars drums 
trumpets and a singer sometimes the band is 

on stage ("i really don't know any bands )". 
Last but not least Art the midwest usually they 

draw/ paint or any  writing choice to draw a 
picture of someone.

Art /music 
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Are you ready to be overloaded with the learning of Khalani 
then come on and join me on my adventure of culture 



Hey did you think about all of the things I said in there about 
food holidays and special location language flag introduction 

and also art/music those all had something to do with the 
culture i was writing about.


